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Why COCO or “Do we really need another flowsheeting progam, even if it is free?”
In previous articles in CACHE News we have described ChemSepTM, a software system for
modeling distillation, absorption, and extraction operations. ChemSep was designed to be easy
to use by students with little or no experience of engineering software, while having sufficient
flexibility and power to appeal to expert users and engineers in industry.
ChemSep was not a flowsheet simulation program but a standalone one-column-at-a-time
simulator so intuitive to use that students could pick it up in 5 minutes or less. Therefore, it was
more difficult to model complicated processes involving multiple units and recycle streams than
one would like. To deal with this limitation ChemSep came with a rather rudimentary
flowsheeting system described in The ChemSep Book (Kooijman and Taylor, Books on
Demand, 2000). However, this was not an easy-to-use program (it did not have a user-friendly
interface).
The main requirement for an industrial ChemSep user is that ChemSep use the thermodynamic
models available in the main flowsheet simulator with the associated databases with pure
compound data and interaction parameters. The importance here being that this data & models
have been validated. The protocols developed under the CAPE OPEN (CO) movement have
made it possible for ChemSep to function as a user model in any CO compliant process
simulation environment (this includes all major and some of the less well known packages
available today). In addition, any CO compliant thermodynamics package could be used with
ChemSep. In CACHE News for Spring 2006 we showed ChemSep as the column model in an
Aspen Plus flowsheet for the well-known HDA process.
During the development of a CO compliant version of ChemSep we had need for a CO
flowsheet simulation program (because we had no immediate access to Aspen Plus or other
similar package). The authors of the CO interface for ChemSep were fascinated by the concept
of CO based flowsheeting. An environment was required for ChemSep to perform flowsheet
based simulations. And there was a need for in-house code to facilitate CO based development,
testing and debugging. Hence, a CO based simulation program was created. The package is
known as COCO (CAPE OPEN to CAPE OPEN) and is the subject of this article.

The COCO Kitchen
There are four parts to COCO:





A simulation environment (COFE, CAPE OPEN Flowsheeting Environment)
A thermodynamic property package (TEA, Thermodynamics for Engineering
Applications)
A collection of unit operations (COUSCOUS, CAPE OPEN Unit operationS)
A reaction package (CORN, CAPE OPEN Reaction Numerics)

The Flowsheeting Environment (COFE) features:


Graphical flowsheet editing:



Compact display of stream information:



Access to CO objects such as a reactor unit operation model:

Plotting and printing of physical properties:



And a help system:



Steady state process flowsheets are solved using a tearing method (much like the
methods used in most commercial simulation programs).

The property package (TEA):


Includes an extendible pure compound data library:



Over 100 methods available for the estimation of more than 25 different properties:




Property derivatives
Support for external (CAPE OPEN compliant) physical property packages.

TEA is a reimplementation in C++ of the property package in ChemSep, combined with the pure
component databank from ChemSep. TEA can be (and has been) used in any other CO
compliant process modeling system.
The Unit Operations package (COUSCOUS) contains general-purpose unit operations such as
a mixer, splitter, heat exchanger, a flash, and a property tester:

Due to the nature of CO interfacing, COUSCOUS unit operations can be mixed transparently
with 3rd party unit operations. COUSCOUS currently provides only a limited number of unit
operations (there is currently only one reactor for which conversions have to be specified) but
since the interfaces are open, end users can add their own unit operation models.
COCO does not include a model for distillation, absorption, and extraction columns. Those units
can be simulated using ChemSep.

The illustration below shows COCO being used to model the HDA process. This flowsheet has
3 columns, all modeled using ChemSep.

In summary, The COCO Kitchen serves:
•
•
•
•
•

CAPE-OPEN based flowsheeting environment
Good interoperability; include units from different sources
Many flavors of thermodynamic and physical properties
Support for external (CAPE OPEN compatible) thermodynamic routines (property
calculations and equilibrium calculations)
The ultimate tester for CAPE-OPEN compatibility

Still on the stove are:
•
•
•
•

Excel interface to COFE
Petroleum fractions
Additional unit operations
Import/export of numeric interfaces
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Availability
COCO is freely available from http://www.cocosimulator.org/
ChemSep-Lite is included in the COCO installation program, and also is freely available from http://www.chemsep.com/. The full
version of ChemSep is available for educational use from the CACHE corporation (http://www.cache.org/). For ChemSep licenses
for non-educational use please write to taylor@clarkson.edu.
For more information on CAPE OPEN visit http://www.colan.org/.

